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INTRODUCTION 

In one of our situational analyses1 in June 
2003, we predicted that “…Despite his 
earlier concession to opposition pressure to 
step down at the end of the last mandate 
and contrary to constitutional provisions, 
President Eyadema rescinded his promise, 
changed the constitution to his liking, and 
rigged the elections for another mandate… 
The only lesson Eyadema seems to have 
taken from his somewhat brief mediating 
role in the Cote d‟Ivoire conflict was 
perhaps the desire to die in power in much 
the same way as Houphouet-Boigny.” This 
prediction has unveiled.  

Barely hours after the official announcement 
of the death of Africa‟s longest serving head 
of state (and pioneer putsch leader) 
Gnassingbe Eyadema of Togo on Saturday 
February 5, 2005, the Togolese army swiftly undertook a series of Constitutional 
violations including the appointment and installation of Faure Gnassingbe as the new 
Togolese strongman. The Constitution stipulated that in case of vacancy of the 
Presidency, the Speaker of Parliament assumes the office of the President and 
organizes elections within sixty (60) days. In the same precipitated fashion, the military 
went ahead to convene a session of parliament and „voted‟ Faure Gnassingbe as 
Speaker of Parliament, in yet another coup against parliament. Fambare Natchaba 

                                                 
1 “Eye on West Africa”, Quarterly Report, Capacity Building in Conflict Prevention and Good Governance 

Programme for ECOWAS and Civil Society Organizations in West Africa, April – June 2003, funded by USAID.  
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WEST AFRICA EARLY WARNING NETWORK (WARN) 
 
The West Africa Early Warning Network (WARN) is an 
integral part of the West Africa Preventive Peacebuilding 
Program co-ordinated by the West Africa Network for 
Peacebuilding (WANEP). WANEP through its WARN 
Program is setting the stage for a civil society and 
community-based early warning and response network 
in Africa.  
 
WARN is setting up structures and would soon cover the 
entire Economic Community of West African States 
(ECOWAS) sub-region--Benin, Togo, Nigeria, Niger, Mali, 
Burkina Faso, Ghana, Cote d’Ivoire, Liberia, Guinea, 
Sierra Leone, Senegal, Guinea Bissau, Cape Verde, 
including Cameroon and Chad.  
 
WANEP has entered into an agreement with ECOWAS 
through the signing of a Memorandum of Understanding 
(MOU) in the framework of capacity building in Conflict 
Prevention. One of the goals of this agreement is to 
interface WARN with the ECOWAS Early Warning 
System.  
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Ouattara, the Speaker of Parliament who was abroad was forced to seek refuge in 
neighbouring Benin. The new junta warned of terrible consequences on those who dare 
to express dissatisfaction and banned demonstration for two months. The international 
community qualified the Constitutional machinations as nothing short of a military coup 
that must not be tolerated. The reaction of the international community, especially the 
Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS), Africa Union (AU), 
International Organization of the Francophonie, European Commission, and United 
Nations has been uncompromising and firm. Constitutional legality must be respected 
and re-established.  

This policy brief highlight the stakes in the Togolese Constitutional crisis and lessons to 
draw; upholds the stance of the international community but cautions against deception, 
risk of implosion and type of sanctions anticipated; envisions possible scenarios in the 
coming weeks and months and proposes options for response.  

Rejection of Eyadema’s ‘democratic monarchy’ and its Significance 

The succession crisis in Togo was predictable. After 38 years of terror, the Togolese had 
somewhat resigned to fate. News of the death of the baobab sent shock waves as some 
Togolese went hiding indoors in fright as they were made to believe their leader, who 
had survived many death attempts; both real and fabricated was invincible even before 
death. The speed with which the military and their supporters unfolded their succession 
plan gave the impression of an arranged plot probably prepared by late Eyadema 
himself2 or with his benediction. The opposition call for a two day „stay home‟ non-violent 
protest was apparently adhered to despite limited means of communication within the 
country and threat from the militarist regime.     
 
The reaction of the international community to the coup in Togo has been 
unprecedented. Immediately alerted of the coup in which the military cowed the 
Togolese National Assembly (that was elected in an election described as fraudulent 
and unfair by international observers including the European Union) into submission, 
President Obasanjo set the tone of rejection that was echoed by the rest of the 
international community. France, the former mandated colonial power has also called for 
respect for the constitution. Meeting in an extra-ordinary session in Niamey, on February 
9, determined ECOWAS/AU leaders called for a return to Constitutional order and 
resolved to send a delegation of five heads of state to Lome to make their point3. The 
International Organization of the Francophonie has slammed a suspension sanction on 
Togo.  
 
At a time the sub-region and Africa as a whole is making great strides towards 
democracy and the practice of good governance, current developments in Togo are very 
regrettable and unacceptable. The unfolding events, especially the decisive moves by 
the African regional organizations (ECOWAS and AU) are particularly significant for the 

                                                 
2 View also shared by the editorial, Business Day (Johannesburg), February 8, 2005 and a French NGO-Medda 

France. Medda France believes all was planned well in advance probably with knowledge of some senior 

French officials. Media reports in West Africa also allude to a senior French advisor and an old Friend to late 

Eyadema as the brain behind the succession strategy.    
3 As we publish this briefing, the delegation of four heads of state-Kerekou of Benin, Tanja of Niger, Toumani 

Toure of Mali and Kufour of Ghana, including the Chairman of the African Commission, Alpha Konare are 

already in Kara, northen Togo.  
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following reasons.  
 
Unanimity of African voices: The unanimity and spontaneity of the rejection of the Palace 
coup in Togo by the AU and ECOWAS as well as the rest of the international community 
should be commended. The divide that used to haunt African leaders due to linguistic 
interest groups has so far been surmounted in the response to the Togolese crisis. This 
is a good omen for Africa and the international community. Will this henceforth be the 
new modus operandi for future action? 
 
Resuscitation of Faith in Democracy: The momentum and enthusiasm with which the 
wind of democratization swept across Africa in the early 1990s was already flickering 
out. Apart from a few countries where the democratic culture has deepened, there has 
generally been retrogression. Togolese hope in democracy had almost died out. If the 
present position to mete out appropriate sanctions to targeted individuals is held, it 
would in its self resuscitate democracy in a region where armed struggle seems as 
attractive as it is „rewarding‟. Such rebirth of a democratic culture is critical in West Africa 
where decisive elections are awaited in countries like Liberia, Cote d‟Ivoire, Guinea 
Bissau and Burkina Faso.   
 
Another Togolese led Precedence punctured: The defiant attitude that the Togolese 
military and the new leadership are attempting to institutionalize is another “blatant rape 
of people‟s democratic right to determine the future of their nation”4. Yet most significant 
is the fact that swift and decisive action would avert a repeat of the 1963 precedence 
Togo set that has been disastrous for Africa. After staging the first post independent and 
bloody coup in Africa by assassinating President Sylvanus Olympio, the father of 
Togolese independence, the then Organization for African Unity (OAU) took a wrong 
step when the continental body allowed the new leadership to go unpunished in the 
name of “non-interference in the internal affairs of sovereign nations”. That decision 
proved calamitous for the continent and the revived AU cannot afford to make the same 
mistake. 
     

Victory for ECOWAS & AU Peer Mechanism: The coup in Togo was in flagrant violation 
of the ECOWAS protocol relating to the Mechanism for Conflict Prevention, 
Management, Resolution, Peacekeeping and Security (signed in 1999 in Lome, Togo) 
and the additional protocol A/SP1/12/01 on Democracy and Good Governance. The 
decisive steps taken by ECOWAS and AU are laudable and there is cause for 
celebration if the continental body remains steadfast. This would depend on whether 
words would be matched by action. A stitch in time would save many.  

 
Warning signal to sit tight leaders: What is happening in Togo should serve as warning 
to sit tight African leaders in countries such as Cameroon, Gabon, Chad, Uganda, 
Zimbabwe, Libya, and Guinea. The common denominator with these „democratic 
monarchs‟ is that they have all tampered with and changed the constitution as often as it 
suits their whims and caprices. What surely awaits their demise or aftermath is nothing 
but chaos and anarchy. Cote d‟Ivoire is in turmoil today due to a poorly managed 
transition and power struggle after years of „one man show‟. An African adage goes that 
“what happened to cocoa would happen to coffee”. The sycophancy of the political and 

                                                 
4 Editorial, The Reporter, Gaborone, Botswana, February 8, 2005.  
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intellectual elite surrounding these „democratic monarchies‟ whose slogan is “continuity 
and stability” is one of the greatest misfortunes of 21st century Africa.  
 
West Africa Civil Society Wields in: For the first time, the West Africa Civil Society, an 
umbrella organization of West African civil society under the banner of WACSOF (West 
Africa civil society forum) launched in December 2003 has released a statement among 
others rallying civil society groups to stage non-violent civil demonstrations in front of all 
Togolese diplomatic and consular offices in the sub-region. Such civil society action 
could well serve as catalyst for a more assertive civil society  inside Togo5 as well as 
galvanise the international community to relentlessly pressurize the government to yield 
to concerted pressure. It is worth noting that Togolese in the diaspora have started 
demonstrations in several European cities supported by Africans from several countries.   
 
On the other hand, the clamour for constitutional legality has found favour with the 
Ivorian leadership. “If the international community is insisting on respect for the 
constitution, they should start by respecting the Ivorian constitution”, President Gbagbo 
is quoted as insisting on this during a reception of a delegation of the Sanwi community 
at his presidential palace6. President Gbagbo and his sympathizers are therefore 
comforted with the emphasis on the sacredness of the constitution (which he is being 
asked by the international community to shove aside as compromise for peace), while 
accusing the international community of double standards. Nevertheless, skeptics would 
argue that because of size and economic strength, Togo is vulnerable to pressure and 
can be bullied. The challenge is how to maintain this collective resolve no matter the 
country in question even when interests of powerful „states‟ and groups are threatened.  
 
 
 
Critical Factors for Peace and Conflict 

 
Partisan National Army: Following the death of President Gnassingbe Eyadema, the 
Prime Minister Koffi Sama called upon the security agencies to maintain law and order. 
He also announced that all the land borders and air space had been closed, along with 
the international airport in the capital, Lome.  The security agencies consisting of the 
army, navy, air force, police and the gendarmerie led by the Chief of Defence Staff, 
General Zakari Nandja swore an oath of allegiance to Faure Gnassingbe and thereby 
not only subverted the Togolese constitution but also openly demonstrated partisan bias 
in favour of the Eyadema family and party.  
 
This action is unprecedented and dangerous as it reinforces the perception that the 
Togolese army is not a national army but an ethicized army in which about 90 percent of 
the officers and 70 percent of the rank and file are from the Kabye ethnic minority which 
is the ethnic group of Eyadema. Article 4, Chapter 1 of the Togolese Constitution clearly 
stipulates that sovereignty belongs to the people and the people use it through their 
representatives and through the means of a referendum. No group of people, no 
component of the state, nor any individual can claim to exercise the sovereignty of the 
state. By arrogating to themselves such power, the Togolese armed forces have clearly 
violated the Constitution that they are entrusted to protect in the interest of the people. 

                                                 
5 One of our networks, WANEP-Togo has had enormous difficulties taking off for reasons related to the 

contextual realities. Perhaps this in self is an opportunity for rebirth.  
6 Soir Info, Abidjan, February 8, 2005.  
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Eyadema‟s long years of military dictatorship and „democratic‟ rule helped to give the 
military a monster of leverage that would be difficult to contain at least in the transitional 
phase. The challenge is how to bring the armed forces, especially the over zealous 
beneficiaries of the ancien regime to submit itself to civilian and democratic government 
in Togo. How the military factor is managed is critical to a successful transition.  

Risk of violent eruption:  After 38 years of Eyadema‟s rule, Togolese (except the great 
beneficiaries of the system) are yearning for change. Suppressed over the years, the 
desire to free themselves from close to forty years of bondage, especially those who 
were victims of political exclusion may resort to violence. Any poorly managed event 
such a rally, protest march could spark the violence and it may even come from the 
President‟s people if things move faster to their disfavour. Already there has been an 
attempted prison evasion on 7th February 2005 during which a dozen rifle shots were 
heard near the central market in Lome. The security agencies have slammed a ban on 
public demonstrations for two months. The opposition call for civil disobedience may 
likely be clamped down. The consequence could be bloody if people maintain a defiant 
posture.  

Culture of deception and manipulation: Just before ECOWAS heads of State started an 
extraordinary summit in Niamey, Niger, Faure Gnassingbe made  a nation wide address 
in a very conciliatory tone, pleading for the understanding of the people to appreciate the 
circumstances which brought him to power and pledging to accelerate democratic 
reforms initiated by his father before he died. This is part of the sophisticated art of 
deception which was skillfully used by President Eyadema to perpetuate himself in 
power. When he amended the constitution to allow him stand again after he exhausted 
his mandate, President Eyadema used such skills of deception including getting the 
pledge of President Jacques Chirac to plead with the Togolese people to allow him rule 
and that he will not stand again for elections. He went ahead to stand again in the last 
elections of 2003.  
 
The appeal of Faure Gnassingbe can therefore be seen as a ploy to buy time and 
favour. It is imperative that the present crisis which has generated momentum for a new 
opportunity in Togo is dealt with now rather than relax the pressure and deal with a 
much bigger crisis later. It is however appropriate to state here that the French and 
American educated Faure is said to be a moderate.  The Togolese new strongman 
promised to call for fresh (parliamentary) elections as soon as possible. He also 
announced an amnesty for political exiles and reduced prison terms for common law 
convicts. If Constitutional procedures were rightly followed, there is no doubt that Faure 
Gnassingbe would have been a well placed Presidential aspirant of the ruling party.      

Role of France: France again finds itself in another quacmire in its so called backyard. 
President Chirac who qualified Eyadema as a great friend of France and a “personal 
friend” of his knows that a pillar of his „Francafrique‟ has passed on. Coming at a 
moment the crisis in Cote d‟Ivoire has become so overwhelming, burdensome and 
problematic, analysts are of the opinion that the backyard concept may be heading for 
collapse. By maintaing political dinausars in the name of friendship and stability and 
against the will of a majority of Africans, France has put its credibility at stake since the 
years of Francois Mitterand. Moreover, by declaring in Lome years ago that “democracy 
was a luxury for Africa”, Chirac signed his name on the wrong pages of history. There is 
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no way France can exonerate her self therefore from what is happening in Togo today. 
Tomorrow it would be Gabon, Cameroon or Chad.  

The relocation of the elite Legionnaire forces from Cote d‟Ivoire to Togo officially to 
evacuate its 2500 nationals in Togo in case of any explosion only goes to show how 
shallow the “Francafrique” policy is, view that would help alienate  the French from the 
emerging crop of African nationalists. Events in Togo therefore are yet another test for 
President Chirac and France.            

However, France‟s support for respect of the Constitution is a positive move that should 
be hailed. Indeed France stands in a better position to break the present stalemate (that 
may soon degenerate) if she could make guarantees to the successors of her „great 
friend‟. This should be done in tandeem with ECOWAS, AU and EU. In other words, 
France is the behind the scene actor that would make or mar the transition process in 
Togo.  

.  

Possible Scenarios 

 
All scenarios seem likely in Togo. It is therefore prudent to quickly resolve the crisis 
before it explodes. The following scenarios however can be envisaged for now.  

 
Best case Scenario 

Dialogue Resumes: Mediation attempts by the AU, ECOWAS and the international 
community persuades Faure Gnassingbe and his junta to come to reason. Dialogue 
culminates in an agreement to restore constitutional legality. The former Speaker of the 
National Assembly, Natchaba Fambare Ouattara is allowed to lead the two month 
transitional period during which the electoral list is revised, an independent electoral 
commission established, and free and fair elections are organized under the aegis of the 
international community led by ECOWAS and the AU with financial support of the 
international community. A democratically elected President is sworn in. The Tensions 
abates, security improves and calm returns to Togo. (Less Likely) 
                                              
                                            Realistic/middle case scenario 
President refuses to Resign: Despite pressure from within and without, President Faure 
Gnassingbe refuses to resign but agrees to conduct both parliamentary and Presidential 
elections within six months. Tension mounts but thanks to the active involvement of the 
international community, large scale violence is avoided. Compromises are reached, and 
guarantees made. A government of national union is formed. Moves are taken to form a 
veritable national army.  (Likely) 
                                           
                                             Worst case scenario 
Armed rebellion in Togo: Disgruntled elements in the Togolese army who deserted 
during the regime of Eyadema (and based in Burkina Faso) take advantage of the 
political climate in Togo and launch a rebellion supported by faceless actors who 
strongly believe in regime change in Togo. The threat to stability in West Africa 
especially the neighbours of Togo worsens the security situation within. The French 
troops are solicited by the Eyadema Faure to intervene but France justifies such 
intervention on protection and evacuation of its nationals in Togo. (Unlikely & Likely) 
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Options for Response 

Proactive Dialogue: Political will by all the West African leaders supported by the African 
Union with an unequivocal message through dialogue with the Togolese authorities to 
persuade them to step down and allow the constitutional process of managing the 
transition to take place should continue with vigour.  
 
Smart sanctions: Targeted sanctions on the Togolese ruling elite and their extended 
families through the freezing of accounts and a travel ban within a specific time frame 
could mount sufficient pressure on the authorities to yield and accept to make things 
right and allow the transition to be managed by the constitutional process. Blind 
sanctions would affect innocent Togolese who have had more than their fair share of 
hardship.  

Protection for those who opposed constitutional change: Out of the 81 members of the 
Togolese parliament, 14 voted against the amendment of the constitution. While they 
remain reference points of decency, the international community should ensure their 
human rights are not violated.   

Promise of democracy dividends: Togolese should be made to understand the benefits 
of a return to constitutionality. The EU and the rest of the international community should 
not only commit themselves to funding a transparent electoral process but also to 
shower in funds to rebuild together that has retrograded drastically under the 39 years of 
Papa Eyadema.  

Support the Togolese Civil Society: A viable and vibrant civil society should be 
encouraged to actively engage in the re-birth of Togo. One of its tasks is to work towards 
building improved civil military relations. This is a challenge for West African civil society 
in their new found solidarity. 

Independent media: Years of suppression of freedom of expression has made Togo a 
monolithic society with the only radio, television and print media owned by the 
government. Few private radios and press initiatives continue to be stifled and are 
unable to significantly establish as viable structure. It is the moment to invest in the 
liberalization of the media landscape. 

Avoid ‘demonization’ and witch hunting: To create an atmosphere for dialogue and 
reconciliation, there should be put in place measures to ensure that vengeance, 
vilification and witch hunting should not engulf Togo in the aftermath of the transition.  

 
Conclusion 

 
The death of President Eyadema and the succession crisis is a clear warning to the 
international community. Felix Houphouet Boigny‟ so called years of stability and peace 
through suppression of opposition as well as potential rivals within the ruling clique was 
a monumental lapse. The crisis in Cote d‟Ivoire today is the fallout of a failed succession 
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management due to the absence and or respect for democratic and institutional 
structures as well as power struggle. Late President Eyadema of Togo did not draw the 
lesson. Guinea, Cameroon, and Gabon may as well as Zimbabwe, Uganda, Egypt and 
Libya may soon follow. The international community helplessly watched these sit-tight 
African dictators or „democratic monarchs‟ abuse the constitution to stay on. That a 
president can be in power for twenty years in the name of stability and continuity through 
election rigging ad entrenchment of nepotism and tribalism must be seen as signals of 
crises. The French adage goes: “après moi c’est le deluge” (after me, it would be chaos). 
The time to draw the line is now. Faure Gnassingbe is in office illegally and illegitimately. 
 
As we were about to publish this brief, tension started mounting in Togo. Togolese 
authorities refused a plane carrying part the Nigerian delegation to land in Lome and 
President Obasanjo, Chairman of AU cancelled his trip to Togo in protest. Meanwhile, 
the Togolese opposition has called for a protest March on Saturday February 12 despite 
the ban on demonstration decreed by the new regime. A local private radio is reported 
shut down and the staff has gone into hiding following its announcement of an opposition 
army.       
 
 
[At this trying moment and in typical African tradition, WANEP extends its profound 
condolences to the Togolese people and wish late Eyadema a successful burial and 
transition to the world beyond.]    

 


